Turnitin Assignment in Canvas - Submit and Save a Confirmation Receipt

1. Go to the Assignment and Click **Submit**

2. Select the file to upload and give it a title
   
   The display title is not the filename, so it can be a natural language title, such as "Post-Civil War Reconstruction". You could include your username and the date, such as is illustrated here. In any case, use the title format your instructor prefers.

3. Click **Continue**

   You'll see a progress bar, then the file goes through three stages: Processing, Validating, Receiving (Look for checkmarks for each stage.)

   Once the submission passes those three stages, the Preview page loads.

4. **Preview submission**

   Look at the text of the file you are submitting. Is this the file you intended?

   If you are not sure, click the link to preview the text (left side), and then cancel if you need to re-choose the file.

5. Click **Accept Submission and Save**

6. **View Confirmation and Download digital receipt**

   Note the submission title and the timestamp. This indicates **successful submission**.

   Click the document icon on the far right. Download the receipt and save for future reference.